We present measurements of the thermal conductance of thin-film-on-substrate structures that could serve as thin film uncooled bolometers. Studied samples were 75 nm thick epitaxial 
I. INTRODUCTION
A bolometer is a thermal radiation sensor. 1, 2, 3, 4 It is composed of an absorbing element that converts the incident electromagnetic radiation to heat and an electrical resistance thermometer that measures the elevation of temperature ∆T induced by the absorbed radiation.
The absorbing element with thermal capacitance C is connected to a thermal bath at fixed temperature T 0 (thermostat or cold head) through a thermal conductance G, which includes the thermal boundary conductance at the interface between film and substrate. This thermal boundary conductance is a quantity used to describe the heat conduction between two materials in contact. It is of high importance to evaluate its value, in case of thin-film-on-substrate systems and in particular of thin film bolometers.
The optical responsivity ℜ V (expressed in V·W -1 ) of a bolometer of electrical resistance R is defined as the output voltage ∆V(f) per incoming radiation power ∆P(f), where f is the modulation frequency of the incoming radiation power. It is directly related to the elevation of temperature in the bolometer ∆T(f) and in the case of a constant current biased bolometer, it can be written as:
where η is the absorption coefficient (dimensionless), I is the bias current (expressed in A), G is the thermal conductance of the device (expressed in W·K -1 ), τ = C / G is the thermal time constant (expressed in s), C is the thermal capacitance (expressed in J·K -1 ). The basic approach described by equation (1) , which considers that G and C are constant in all the investigated modulation frequency and temperature range, leads to the conclusion that the bolometer is a first order system with a cut-off frequency equals to f 0 = (2πτ) -1 . However, G and C are not strictly frequency independent in the case of film-on-substrate devices, and this is the purpose of this paper to study their frequency dependence, as well as to evaluate the thermal boundary conductance between the LSMO film and the substrate.
In section II, we will describe the thermal model that we have used for thin-film-onsubstrate bolometers, which is adapted from Ref. 5 and 6 . Section III gives the experimental details, i.e. the sample description and the measurement conditions. La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO)
thin films deposited on SrTiO 3 (001) (STO) and MgO (001) substrates patterned in the form of meander-shaped strips that cover square areas of 50 µm × 50 µm, 100 µm × 100 µm, and 200 µm × 200 µm were studied. LSMO is a promising material for room temperature bolometers since it presents a large variation of its electrical resistance versus temperature at the temperature of its metal-to-insulator transition, i.e. above room temperature. 7, 8, 9, 10 The
Temperature Coefficient of the Resistance TCR=(1/R)×(dR/dT) of LSMO is around 2% K -1 in the 300-340 K temperature range indeed. 7, 8 In addition, LSMO thin films show low electrical noise, which let expect competitive noise equivalent power at room temperature. [9] [10] [11] [12] The thermal properties of the tested substrate material are given in section IV. Using measurements of the thermal conductance performed in the static regime and the simplified model, thermal
boundary conductance values at the interface between film and substrate were evaluated for each substrate material. The temperature elevation versus the modulation frequency of the incoming radiation power from a laser diode, named ∆T(f)/∆P(f) were finally made and compared to the proposed model. A conclusion is given in section V.
II. THERMAL MODEL

A. Electro-thermal analogy
The thermal model is based on heat conduction from film to substrate, neglecting radiative and convective leakage, since samples are placed in vacuum, as well as thermal leakage due to wires. To describe it, we used the conventional analogy between thermal and electrical parameters. 13 The heat transfer analysis can then be made much simpler by creating an equivalent electrical circuit of the problem as shown in figure 1 , similarly to the one proposed by Bozbey in Ref.
14.
In the model described in figure 1 , we defined η·∆P(f) as the absorbed power at the surface of the sample (in W), G F and C F the thermal conductance and the thermal capacitance of the patterned thin film, G S and C S the thermal conductance and the thermal capacitance of the substrate. 
B. Thermal boundary conductance
The thermal boundary conductance depends on the surface of the contact area as well as on the interface quality 15, 16 . To our knowledge, no value of thermal boundary conductance between LSMO thin films and STO or MgO substrates has been reported in literature so far.
Nahum et al. 17 measured using pulsed microwave method) 26 .
C. Heat diffusion into substrate
Thermal models describing the optical responsivity of high critical temperature superconducting film-on-substrate bolometers at different modulation frequency ranges can be found in literature 5, 6, 23, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Fardmanesh et al. 27, 28 proposed a one-dimensional (1D) thermal model for HTS thin film bolometers on thick substrates. They modeled the substrate as a cylinder and used the heat diffusion equation. This model was validated for large superconducting patterned areas compared with the substrate thickness at low and midrange modulation frequencies (1 Hz -10 kHz). Fardmanesh et al. 29 presented a 2D analytical model that better describes the results especially at high frequencies compared to the previous 1D-model. Gaugue et al. 30 have also developed a 2D analytic model and a 3D numerical model, with and without consideration of the thermal boundary conductance between film and substrate. They showed that the 2D model can be used to predict the optical responsivity of an illuminated pixel, and the 3D model to evaluate inter-pixel crosstalk taking into account the thermal interface. More recently, and based on the last work, Jagtap et al. 24 implemented a 3D thermal model taking into account the film/substrate interface and film thickness. Grossmann 5 et al. 31 have proposed a 2D analysis for microbolometer arrays, which allows the analysis of thermal crosstalk and estimates the effects of finite substrate thickness. Most of the above cited models concern detection areas larger than substrate thickness. They do not strictly apply to our case where active detection areas are ranging from 50 µm × 50 µm to 200 µm × 200 µm on substrate thickness of 1 mm.
We have modeled the contact between the film and the substrate as an hemisphere of radius a, as shown in figure 2 and previously proposed in Ref. 5 and Ref. 6 . In this model the heat flux is radial into the substrate. The contact area is represented by a hemisphere of surface 2πa 2 , which is set equal to the surface of the thin film bolometer A = L 2 , in case of a square of side L. The heat transfer equations in solids can be found in 32 . From the integration of the temperature gradient over the contact area between film and substrate (A = L² = 2πa²), the thermal conductance of the substrate G S can be written as 5, 6 :
where f is the incident power modulation frequency (in Hz), κ S is the substrate thermal
is the frequency at which the thermal diffusion length 
In the static regime, G S is therefore independent of the modulation frequency, varies linearly with sample size L and the thermal conductivity of the substrate material κ S . At high frequency, so called dynamic regime, (where L D << 2 a × , which means that the heat does not 6 flow deep into the substrate and that the thermal boundary conductance may play an important role in the total thermal conductance as will be seen later), the thermal conductance of the substrate writes:
In the dynamic regime, G S therefore depends on frequency as f 1/2 .
In order to fully characterize the electro-thermal properties of the thin-film-on-substrate bolometer, one also has to evaluate its thermal capacitance. For a thin film bolometer element with area A=L 2 and thickness t F , the film thermal capacitance can be neglected because of the very small volume involved and the total thermal capacitance can be estimated by the substrate thermal capacitance C S . The latter depends on the heated volume, which depends on the modulation frequency and is therefore hard to define analytically. Rewriting equations (4) and 
B. Measurement conditions
The LSMO samples were glued using silver paste onto a copper plate equipped with a heating element (allowing to heat in the 300-380 K range) and placed in a vacuum chamber equipped with an optical window. The chamber was evacuated by a secondary pump, and no cooling system was used. A temperature controller was used to maintain a temperature stability of ±15 mK during measurements at a fixed temperature. The LSMO meanders were current biased in a four probe configuration using a quasi-ideal dc current source, which exhibits quasi infinite output impedance and negligible noise contribution. 33 A low-noise voltage amplifier with gain of 220 was used to measure the voltage of the LSMO samples.
Many methods to measure the thermal conductance of thin films, which can significantly deviate from its bulk form 34 , have been reported in literature. Among them, we can cite the 3ω method 35, 36 , the non-contact photothermal method 37 , and the electrothermal method 38 . The thermal conductance can be experimentally seen as the inverse of the ratio of the temperature elevation ∆T(f) of the bolometer that receives the power ∆P(f). In our experiments, we used two types of incoming power. In the static regime, we used Joule heating to induce a temperature increase in the meander-shaped strips (electrothermal method). In the dynamic regime (1 Hz -100 kHz range), we used a modulated laser diode (635 nm, 5 mW) to heat the meanders, and we recorded the optical responsivity ℜ V (f) versus modulation frequency (photothermal method). Measured and modelled (using calculated G(f)) optical responsivity ℜ V (f) versus modulation frequency will be compared.
The electrothermal technique was found to be more accurate to determine the value of G(0) and will be described below. Voltage versus current V(I) and electrical resistance versus temperature R(T) characteristics were used. The V(I) was measured, using the precision parameter analyzer HP4156B, by applying a sweep varying bias current (I) in the devices (using the two current pads: I+, I-) and by measuring the voltage (V) across it (using the two voltage pads: V+, V-). The R(I) characteristics can be easily calculated from V(I) by dividing V by I. The R(T) characteristics have to be measured independently. By fitting the R(T) data in the vicinity of the temperature of the experiment T 0 using a linear expression, we can deduce the temperature of the bolometer T(R) as function of its electrical resistance R. The temperature of the bolometer T can finally be expressed as function of the dissipated electrical 8 power P J =V×I in the bolometer electrical resistance due to Joule effect to obtain T(P J ) characteristics from the R(I) characteristics, by substituting R to T, and I to P J , respectively.
The slope at the origin (at T 0 ) of the P J (T) characteristics directly gives G(0), the total thermal conductance of the LSMO film-on-substrate bolometers in the static regime (i.e. f<<f L ).
IV. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Thermal properties of the substrate 
B. Simplified model
Considering our actual experimental conditions, equation (2) describing the total thermal conductance of the thin-film-on-substrate bolometers can be simplified. The substrate thickness is 1 mm, which is always higher than a (a=L×(2π) -1/2 ). It means that the heat flow from the film surface does not exceed the substrate thickness, thus (A'·g ST ) -1 being negligible.
Finally, considering the LSMO film thickness t F = 75 nm, we have a>>t F for all the investigated bolometer areas. Consequently, the total thermal conductance of our LSMO thinfilm-on-substrate bolometers of surface A is given by :
where G S (f) is given by equation (3). It is recalled here that in this model the lateral heat flow is assumed to be negligible in comparison to the perpendicular one.
The overall expression of G(f) can finally be written, using equations (3) and (6) as:
9 Equation (7) and equation (1) show that the optical responsivity of thin-film-onsubstrate bolometers will be mainly influenced by the thermal properties of the substrate material (κ S and c pS ×ρ VS through f L ), and by the thermal boundary conductance at the film/substrate interface (g FS ).
C. Measurement of the thermal boundary conductance at the film/substrate interface
Both calculated values of G S (0), i.e. the thermal conductance of the substrate in the static regime using equation (4) whereas at large L values, the substrate thermal conductivity is more influent. At these large sizes, the penetration length becomes higher and the role of the substrate material dominates the total thermal conductance.
D. Frequency behaviour
The good agreement between calculated and measured static total thermal conductance was demonstrated in section D. We will now consider the dynamic behaviour of the thermal conductance and of the thermal capacitance in order to express the frequency response of the bolometer responsivity using equations (3) and (7), asymptotic expressions of C S given in table   I , numerical values of the material thermal properties given in table II, and measured values of the thermal conductance g FS . The frontier between the two asymptotic regions is obtained at f=f L for the thermal conductance and for the thermal capacitance.
The normalized modulus of the measured optical responsivity versus modulation frequency of the laser diode has been compared to the normalized calculated elevation of temperature ∆T(f) produced by the absorption of a power ∆P(f), which writes as :
using equation (1), G(f) given in equation (7) and C S (f) given in table I. Measurements and calculations using equation (9) can explain why the measured cut-off frequencies at -3dB reported in Table IV are always smaller (with a higher difference again for the smaller areas) than the calculated ones, in which the heated volume is underestimated. However as reported in table IV, the calculations reproduce satisfactorily the measured cut-off frequencies, taking into account the fact that calculations were made using equation (9) 
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